Medibino - Welcome - Box
®

Providing Protection and Safety
Providing protection and safety for your baby and setting you at
ease - this is our Medibino® Welcome Box. It comes with a
guardian angel, a friend for life and plenty of cuddles.The Welcome Box uniquely combines the beautiful with the useful:
With our Medibino® baby head guard, you can give your
baby the best possible protection against head
deformities right from the start . The Medibino® results
in even pressure relief in the recommended lying down
position and thus protects your baby's head so that it
retains its natural, round shape. The medical device was
developed according to the latest scientific findings by
doctors.
Our cuddly squirrel, Bino, can be cuddled, stroked, and
touched. With his friendly smile and sweet face, he will conquer
your baby's heart by storm .
The cuddly blanket in the Medibino® Welcome Box is
a true all-rounder, which you can use as a
baby blanket, swaddle blanket, or crawl blanket . It
is cuddly soft and easy to clean . With
measurements of 80 x 85 cm, it is big enough
to be a blanket and still manageable enough to
store in a nappy bag.
Loveable design for special moments of well - being Made in Germany
All components of the Medibino-Box are
individually designed and handmade in Germany
with a lot of love. The high-quality materials
in combination with the sweet designs make
children and
adults
happy
and
ensure
unforgettable moments of well-being. The Medibino
box combines beauty and comfort with medical
effectiveness and protection for your baby - for
a safe start in life. This makes it the perfect gift
for birth!
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Medibino - Welcome - Box
Providing Protection and Safety
®

Developed by doctors and recommended by midwives our patented Medibino® positioning pillow protects your baby's
sensitive head from the beginning.
The cuddly squirrel Bino can be cuddled, stroked, and felt
at every turn.
The baby blanket for all life situations as a top cover, to lie on, or even just to cuddle with.
It’s soft material makes it so versatile.
The functional cotton bag can be used
to protect and transport the set.
Blanket and cuddle cloth: Muslin: 100% Cotton, Sweat: 80% Cotton, 20% PES
Medibino baby head protection: 80% Cotton, 20% PES
Bag: 100% Cotton

Wash at 40
degrees

Do not
bleach

Do not
tumble dry

Iron at low
temperatures

Welcome little baby
Kluba Medical
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